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Tsygany, see Cooke.
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uncle, who resembled his m.other, because it awakened those very memories which he
considered shameful" (657, italics added).2
The similarity is also painful to Anna, who even tries to deny it in the early stages
of falling in love with Vronsky:
~This is a confession of something that oppresses me, and I want to make it to you,' said
Anna, determinedly throwing herself back in an arm-chair and looking straight into Dolly's
eyes.
And to her surprise Dolly saw that Anna was blushing to her ears and to the curly
black locks on her neck.
4Do you know,' continued Anna, 'why Kitty did not come to dinner? She is
jealous of me. I have spoiled . . . I mean I was the cause of the ball being a torture
instead of a pleasure to her. But really, really I was not to blame, or only a very little,'
she said, drawling out the word 'very' in a high-pitched voice.
~Oh how like Stiva you said that,' remarked Dolly laughing.
Anna was annoyed.
40h no, no I am not Stiva,' she said frowning. 'The reason I have told you is that
I do not even for a moment allow myself to distrust myself. '
But at the moment when she uttered these words she knew they were untrue: she
not only distrusted herself but was agitated by the thought of Vronsky, and was leaving
sooner than she had intended only that she might not meet him again.(90)

First there is a practically Freudian Verneinung ("Gh no, no I am not Stiva.... It), but then
it is insightfully discarded (" ... at the moment when she uttered these words she knew they
were untrue.... "). But the insight cannot block Anna's free fall into Vronsky's arms .. She
can no more stop herself than her brother can stop himself.
Early in the novel Anna feels obliged to deal directly with her brother's
philandering. But this effort is the start of her own unfaithfulness: while taking the train
to Moscow to counsel Dolly regarding Stiva's sexual misbehavior, she first encounters the
man who will be her ruin. Before she has even had an opportunity to start repairing her
brother's marriage, her own begins to crumble:
The trained insight of a society man enabled Vronsky with a single gh;lnce to
decide that she helonged to the best society. He apologized for being in her way and was
about to enter the carriage, but felt compelled to have another look at her, not because she
was very beautiful nor because of the elegance and modest grace of her whole figure, but
because he saw in her sweet face as she passed him something specially tender and kind.
When he looked round she too turned her head. Her bright grey eyes which seemed dark
hecause of their black lashes rested for a moment on his face as if recognizing him, and
then turned to the passing crowd evidently in search of some one. In that short look
Vronsky had time to notice the subdued animation that enlivened her face and seemed to
flutter between her bright eyes and a scarcely perceptible smile which curved her rosy lips.
It was as if an excess of vitality so filled her whole being that it betrayed itself against her

2Page numbers refer to the Maudes' translation; passages quoted in the original Russian are indicated
hy volume number (Roman numeral) followed by page number.
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point) directed against the woman who cuckolds him. 3 Tolstoy disapproves of such
feelings, of course, as is clear from the repeated biblical epigraph stating that only the
highest ranking male - God - is permitted to be a sadist (" Mne otmshchenie, i az
vozdam").
What about Anna herself? What is the distal, Darwinian cause of her adultery, and
what proximate psychological mechanisms move her to an action which, theoretically at
least, might foster the further replication of her genes?
A woman w.ho rejects a husband and takes a lover is putting herself at risk of
losing resources for herself and her previous offspring while at the same time she is not
necessarily gaining any increased probability of producing more offspring. She can only
give birth once every year or so at the most, after all (while a man could theoretically
parent several children by different women in that same period of time). What, then, is
the reproductive advantage for a woman to commit adultery?
Elsewhere I have proposed several possible advantages (Signs of the Flesh, 83-90),
but here I wish to concentrate specifically on the advantages available to Anna Karenina
in her specific social situation. Anna has had one child by Karenin. But that was
approximately eight years previous to the time frame of the novel. In the meantime, the
lnarriage has been sterile in both the reproductive and psychological senses. There is no
hint that further offspring could be produced with Karenin. Anna is a young woman in
her prime, and her maternal inclinations and abilities are obvious (she is devoted to
Serezha, Dolly's children climb allover her at the beginning of the novel, etc.). Karenin,
on the other hand, is twenty years older than she is and, more important, he is sexually
uninteresting. Tolstoy makes this clear in the early bedroom scenes. For example:
Exactly at midnight, when Anna was still sitting at her writing-table finishing a
letter to Dolly, she heard the measured tread of slippered feet, and Karenin entered, freshly
washed, his hair brushed, and a book under his arm.
4It's time! It's time!' said he with a significant smile, going into their bedroom.
4And what right had he to look at him as he did?' thought Anna, remembering
how Vronsky had looked at Karenin.
When she was undressed she went into the bedroom, but on her face not only was
there not a trace of that animation which during her stay in Moscow had sparkled in. her
eyes and smile, but on the contrary the fire in her now seemed quenched or hidden
somewhere very far away. (103)

At a purely intellectual level Anna believes her husband is a kind, truthful, and generally
admirable person. He has moral stature (even if his ears stick out in an .annoying way).
It is alright to sleep with him (even if he comes to bed with a book under his arm, even
if in a later bedroom scene he falls to loudly snoring right after having declared "I love
you "). Anna c()uld go on living with Karenin in this fashion, she could deflect Vronsky's

3Por a brief period, when it appears that Anna is going to die (and will therefore not be able to cuckold
Karenin anymore), Karenin takes a forgiving stance. This is only temporary, however. Later he becomes
spiteful again and is ashamed of having forgiven Anna.
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find words to describe all the complexity of those feelings, and could not even find
thoughts with which to reflect on all that was in her soul. (136)

The word "bliss" ("schast'e") actually disgusts Anna here, although bliss is supposedly
what Anna has been seeking with Vronsky for "nearly a year."
Very well, then, perhaps the first time is not the best time. But subsequent times
are not much better either. The slightest indications of any sexual pleasure are regularly
and massively cancelled out by feelings of humiliation, shame, degradation.
Sociobiological expectations about the slightly greater modesty and sexual repression in
females than in males (see my Signs of the Flesh, 162 ff.) are not enough to explain
Anna's severe reaction to her own sexual misbehavior. Even when Anna manages to take
pride in Vronsky's love, shame springs back to overwhelm her:
She had only his love left, and she wanted to love him. 'Try to understand that since I
loved you everything has changed for me. There is only one single thing in the world for
me: your love! If I have it, I feel so high and firm that nothing can be degrading for me.
I am proud of my position because ... proud of ... proud ... ' - she could not say
what she was proud of. Tears of shame and despair choked her. She stopped and burst
into sobs. (288-89)

Through the middle parts of the novel Anna's pride ("gordost'") and shame ("styd") are
in precarious balance, with little room left for actual pleasure, sexual or otherwise.
What Vronsky does give Anna, and what she gains immense pleasure from early
in the novel is his slavish devotion. Nontechnically speaking, she is more concerned that
he stroke her ego than stroke her erogenous zones:
She turned round, and instantly recognized Vronsky. With his hand in salute, he bowed
and asked if she wanted anything and whether he could be of any service to her. For some
time she looked into his face without answering, and, though he stood in the shade she
noticed, or thought she noticed, the expression of his face and eyes. It was the same
expression of respectful ecstasy that had so affected her the night before. She had assured
herself more than once during those last few days, and again a moment ago, that Vronsky
in relation to her was only one of the hundreds of everlastingly identical young men she
met everywhere, and that she would never allow herself to give him a thought; yet now,
at the first monlent of seeing him again, she was seized by a feeling of joyful pride lee
okhvatilo chuvstvo radostnoi gordosti]. There was no need for her to ask him why he was
there. She knew as well as if he had told her, that he was there in order to be where she
was.
'I did· not know that you were going too. Why are you going?' she asked,
dropping the hand with which she was about to take hold of the handrail. Her face beamed
with a joy and animation she could not repress.
·Why am I going?' he repeated, looking straight into her eyes. 'You know that
I am going in order to be where you are,' said he. 'I cannot do otherwise.' (94/VIII, 124)

Vronsky is true to his word. He goes where Anna goes for the rest of the novel (except
under the wheels of the train). In traditional psychoanalytic terlTIS, Vronsky is constantly
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4S ee Fenichel (135-36; 387-89) on the notion of narcissistic supplies.
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approach to Anna's narcissism.
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asks herself: "... am I here, myself? Am I myself or another [fa sarna iii drugaia]?"
(92/VIII, 122). Shortly after giving birth to a daughter she declares to Karenin that "there
is another in me," that is, the person who fell in love with Vronsky is not really Anna
herself ("Ta ne ia" - 375/VIII, 483). That "other" person will eventually have to be
(self-) punished for what she does, and the punishment will ultimately take the form of
suicide. In the meantime that "other" continues to be in desperate need of narcissistic
supplies. The fits of jealousy are designed to provoke even more adoration than Vronsky
has already given. Anna recognizes that her love for Vronsky grows not only increasingly
passionate, but also increasingly narcissistic ("strastnee i sebiali~fubivee" - IX, 382,
emphasis added). At one point, when Vronsky is away, Anna splits in two again and
gives herself a little narcissistic boost:
'Who is that?' she thought, gazing in the mirror at the feverish, frightened face with the
strangely brilliant eyes looking at her. 'Yes, that is I!' she suddenly realized, and looking
at her whole figure she suddenly felt his kisses, shuddered, and moved her shoulders.
Then she raised her hand to her lips and kissed it.
'What is it? Aln I going mad?' and she went to her bedroom, where Annushka
was tidying up. (683, italics added)

The answer to Anna's question has to be affirmative: she is going mad if she is willing
to accept h.erse(f as a substitute for Vronsky to gratify herself. This is not mere
masturbation. It is a crumbling of narcissistic structure, a disintegration which Tolstoy
emphasizes by placing .four "Annas" within the one scene:
1)

2)
3)
4)

Anna herself (to the extent that she is herself)
Anna's reflection in the mirror
The little daughter Annie, with whom Anna has just played, but who has just disappointed
her because she is not her son ("How is this? That's not it - this is not he!" - 682)
Anna's maid Annushka6

Tolstoy's heroine seems to be breaking up into narrative bits and pieces.
This
fragmentation presages the physical smashing up of Anna's body by the train a few pages
later.
It would be teInpting to conclude that the way Tolstoy treats Anna toward the end
of her life reflects hostility toward her (he would not treat his other double, Levin, that
way). Such a conclusion would require evidence from outside the novel, however, for
unlike the rather sloppy elimination of Helene Kuragina from War and Peace (see
Rancour-Laferriere, 1993,216-19), Anna's destruction is organic to the overall narrative
trajectory of Anna Karenin,a. It is clear and credible that Anna experiences great hostility
toward herself. She is a masochist - quite apart from the issue of whether Tolstoy is a
sadist in his treatment of her.

6Anna's little English protege, Hannah, is not present in this scene, however. Cf. also Armstrong, 123
and Mandelker, 61.
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'bothering to obtain a divorce, and leaving her supposedly beloved son behind. Subsequent
111isery is inevitable.
Most of the critics have understood how self-defeating and self-destructive is
Anna's behavior. The psychoanalytic label "masochism," however, has not been applied,
nor has the relevant psychoanalytic literature been cited 8 - partly out of ignorance, partly
out of the traditional Slavistic aversion to psychoanalysis, and partly just because it is so
difficult to understand why anyone would consistently seek self-humiliation an.d self-defeat.
In Edward Wasiolek's sensitive reading of the novel, for example, there are many
observations about Anna's deliberately keeping her love for Vronsky unsatisfied and her
tendency to set up bad situations for herself. Here is an example:
... there is evidence that Anna needs a rejecting society-even its insults and cruelties.
There is a very revealing scene after her return to Russia from Italy that underscores this
need. Anna insists on going to the opera in a low-cut dress with the Princess Oblonsky,
a person of douhtful reputation. By going out openly in society when her cohabitation with
Vronsky is known, she exposes herself to public humiliation. Vronsky, horrified by
Anna's intention, is astonished at her inability to understand what she is doing. Anna does
understand, of course, but she purposely misunderstands. She knows that she is throwing
down the gauntlet to society. Yet Anna wants to be humiliated, cut off from society,
hecause hy so doing she will also cut Vronsky off from society. (Wasiolek, 146-47)

There is considerable (unacknowledged) psychoanalytic insight here - except for the very
last clause: Anna does not humiliate herself because of a need to "cut Vronsky off fronl
society. " Such a sadistic wish is really irrelevant at this point. Anna's masochism,
however repulsive to the normal reader, is what makes her go out and seek public
humiliation. Eventually she does "punish" Vronsky by killing herself, of course, but the
sadism of this act pales by comparison with its self-destructiveness. Anna is really too
preoccupied with herself, too childish, in effect, to understand how much she hurts
Vronsky. Her major project is to hurt herself.
How is Anna's masochism possible? Here the psychoanalytic literature on the
ontogeny of moral masochism can be of some help. Freud was inclined to trace
Inasochistic practices back to defective early interaction with the parents, especially the
Oedipal father. More recent psychoanalytic studies, however, focus on problematical preOedipal interaction with the mother. For example, the mother may not have been sensitive
enough to the child's need for milk, she may have been emotionally unresponsive (or
responded inappropriately) in dyadic interaction with the child, she may have physically
abused the child, she may have abandoned the child at some point, etc. Such a mother
has, in a sense, defeated her child, and the child, having had no adequate experience of

8The only exception I am aware of is Judith M. Armstrong's interesting study titled 171e Unsaid Anna
Kllrellinll (and the comments on this study by Adelman, 89-90). Armstrong, however, gives the impression
that Anna's masochism is erotogenic rather than moral (see especially pp. 89, 96, 105-6), or that it is a
manifestation of the Freudian death drive (i.e., "primary masochism"). Most psychoanalysts reject the idea
of a death drive. Anna's death wish, the exi.stence of which is abundantly demonstrated by Armstrong, is
best viewed as the emotional extreme of Anna's moral masochism.
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cannot stop punishing herself. She refuses the divorce decisively, and makes no effort to
take her son with her as she runs off to Italy with Vronsky. She never will bring herself
to divorce Karenin and marry Vronsky, believing that marriage to him would only be
continuation of the (unrecognizedly self-inflicted) "muchen 'e" (IX, 383) she endures with
him toward the end of the novel.
Anna eventually comes to believe that life is nothing but suffering for everyone,
not just herself. Florid projection characterizes her final hours. Seeing a beggar-woman
(mother) and child in the street, she think~: "Are we not all flung, into the world only to
hate each other, and therefore to torment ourselves and others [muchat' sehia i drugikh]?"
(691/IX, 384). We are all created in order to suffer (" ... vse my sozdany zatem, chtoby
muchat 'sia...
IX, 386). In other words, in creating us our mothers deliberately meant
for us to suffer. That is the accusation Anna is unconsciously hurling at her mother, after
having hurled similarly narcissistic accusations at her mother-icon, Vronsky, on many of
the preceding pages of the novel.
There is ITIuch else of psychoanalytic interest which takes place just before Anna
commits suicide. But we have come a long way from her adultery. After death, of
course, there is no adultery. The light which goes out at the end (" ... svecha...potukhla"
- IX, 389) is precisely the one Anna could not put out upon first seeing Vronsky ("Ona
potushila umyshlen.n.o svet v glazakh., n.o on, svetilsia protiv ee v()li... " - VIII, 77). But,
although that light signified adulterous sexual desire, it also represented Anna's narcissism,
as we have seen. In the traditionally collectivist Russian culture it is even more important
to quash narcissislTI than to prevent adultery. By killing herself Anna may not turn
outward to busy herself with the concerns of others. But she does put a definite stop to
her obsessive self-concern.
Anna's suicidal masochism not only puts a stop to her adultery and narcissism, it
also forecloses further reproductive success. This is the distal, Darwinian consequence
of her last act. And it is an appropriate consequence. From a sociobiological perspective,
an individual who can no longer either reproduce or render altruism to others in the
collective - especially genetically related individuals - is as good as dead anyway.
Technically speaking: "... suicide typically occurs among individuals whose residual
capacity to promote inclusive fitness is seriously impaired" (de Catanzaro, 319). We
would all live forever if we could all reproduce and care for offspring and relatives
forever. Anna is not just psychologically disturbed (depressed, narcis~istic, masochistic,
etc.) toward the end of her life; she is also a reproductive wreck. She is emotionally
incapable of either producing more offspring or of caring for the offspring and other
relatives she already has. It is especially difficult to imagine how she might render
altruism to anyone related to her (sharing genes with her).
The psychological
appropriateness of her death reflects its biological appropriateness, proximate mechanisITIs
match distal, Darwinian considerations. This does not always happen in unruly reality,
of course, but somehow it seems right that it should happen in great art.
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